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Efficiency and profitability,  
built right in.
Innovatively engineered cutting tables 
Powerful pattern software 
Uncompromising service
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With PatternSmith, you can easily create patterns from 
scratch, import them from standard design applications  
or simply digitize them. Nesting for cutting is now the 
easiest part of your process.

Founded by an engineer, and now owned by another engineer in the 
family, Autometrix has always focused on the quality of their products. 
We care about the entire solution - the combination of software and 
hardware - and invest heavily to provide the tools our customers need. 

For almost 30 years now, we've been working diligently to bring products 
to market that every person at Autometrix can be proud to build and 
support, and every customer can be proud to own.

Whether you’re cutting composites or canvas, vinyl or adhesive-backed 
laminates, or any of the countless other materials available in today's 
world, we are confident we have the right cutting solution for your 
company. We'll work with you to put together a perfect combination of 
software tools, a cutting table, and options, and then be there to support 
your company in the years to come with quality, personalized service.

Our goal has always gone beyond simply selling cutting tables. Our goal 
is to move your business forward by applying our engineering expertise 
to the world of patterning and cutting.

The Autometrix automated cutting solution: 
more than the sum of its parts.

Patterning
Accurate CAD patterns are the key to automating your 
cutting successfully, and PatternSmith software has made 
Autometrix a leader in the field of optimizing patterns for 
machine cutting.
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Cutting
PatternSmith pairs perfectly with our tables and provides 
full cutting table control, to offer you the ultimate automated 
cutting solution.
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Service
Time is money and downtime is expensive. Service  
and support are as critical to your success as the  
equipment itself. 

Our service and support are second to none. From initial 
consultation to ongoing support, our goal is maximized 
service and minimum downtime.

Performance and reliability are the hallmarks of an 
Autometrix table. Our complete system automates the 
process to efficiently plan, cut and mark your patterns.
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Jonathan Palmer 
2nd Generation Owner
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CadShot Mobile
CadShot allows you to use your phone or tablet to digitize your 
pattern easily and accurately. It’s as simple as taking a picture.  

CadShot Fusion
CadShot Fusion is a great solution for companies that need to 
continually digitize patterns. A combined light box and mounted 
camera allow for fast and consistent digitizing by providing the 
ideal input that our software requires.

Vision Module
If you have large patterns or limited space, the Autometrix Vision 
Module (AVM) can be mounted over your cutting table. This 
allows you to use your vacuum table to hold patterns flat during 
the digitizing process. The AVM is designed to work with both 
CadShot software and our HideShot solution.

PatternSmith offers three simple, accurate 
ways to digitize your patterns, whether 
they’re cardboard templates, hand-drawn 
patterns or unstitched original pieces.

Accurate CAD patterns are the key to automating your cutting successfully, and PatternSmith 
has made Autometrix a leader in the field of pattern development software. As easy to use as it 
is powerful, PatternSmith, allows you to create patterns from scratch, import them from standard 
design files like DXFs or digitize even the most complex patterns simply. 

Patterning
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Optimize
Once your patterns are in a digital format, it is vital that they be optimized for machine cutting. PatternSmith 
provides a powerful tool for just this purpose - with the click of a button, all those extra points are removed 
and all that is left are smooth curves, straight lines, and notches, ready for cutting. 

PatternSmith provides solutions to some of 
automated cutting’s most difficult challenges.



Full-featured software solutions with one 
critically important feature: ease of use.

PatternSmith becomes even more powerful with the help of these additional software tools. 
Whether you're designing custom awnings or insulation blankets in 3D, or looking for the most 
efficient nesting layout available, Autometrix has easy-to-use solutions that integrate cleanly  
with your cutting solution.

Eclipse
Create any style awning in 3D, add attachment 
details, then generate the flattened 2D patterns 
to cut. Eclipse handles the details and lets you 
concentrate on the design. 

Slicer
Slices large patterns into manageable panels that fit 
your material, and gives you complete flexibility in 
the slice line placement.

Pipes 3D
Computes the perfect patterns needed for complex 
intersections of pipe cylinders and cones. Your 
3D pipe images are turned into 2D patterns ready 
for plotting and cutting. Your intersections will fit 
perfectly the first time, every time.

Shades
Easily create roller and roman-style shades.  
Enter your dimensions and get your finished 
patterns in minutes.

TailorMade
Customizes the fit for all of the patterns of a specific 
style. Relates all of the dimensions for each pattern  
to a few measurements, allowing them to be easily 
and automatically adjusted.

Automatic Nesting
Computer-calculated nesting can drastically 
reduce costs by minimizing waste. When you have 
a machine like an Autometrix that’s capable of 
extremely accurate cutting, you can nest patterns 
together tightly and get the most out of every square 
inch. Our software calculates and displays the most 
efficient pattern in a matter of seconds.

Revolver
Creates the 2D gore patterns required to produce 
any 3D object of revolution. Revolver is invaluable 
for objects like balloons, donuts and certain tents.
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Specifications

Available Cutting Widths 63" 73" 83" 104" 120" 127" 139" 151"

Available Lengths 6' 10' 14' 18' 22' 26' 30' 34' 38' 42' 46' 50' 54' 58'

We took the features of the Radium and turbocharged them to create the Argon 
system. The Argon is one of the fastest machines on the market. Watch profitability 
soar with outstanding cut-part production from a wide range of materials, all with 
the reliability Autometrix is known throughout the industry for.

Max Cutting Speed:  66 in/s 1.67 m/s
Max Acceleration:  0 to max speed in 0.26 sec
Accuracy:  0.020 in 0.51 mm
Repeatability:  0.005 in 0.13 mm
Motors:  Servo Motors
Drive System:  Rack & Pinion
Included Cutting Tool Mounts:  2
Included Plotting Tool Mounts:  1
Air Drill:  Optional
Glyph Dot Marker:  Optional

Options for purchase

Max Material Thickness: 2 in (lofted) 50 mm

Static tables come complete with an integrated vacuum table, gantry and modular cutting head, as well as a friendly, easy-to-use  
hardware/software interface. We’ll help you choose the options that create the solution you need to take your business to the next level.

The Advantage is designed to be an effortless, reliable, durable cutter. It’s for those 
who want the best but don’t require the additional features our other tables offer.

Specifications

Available Cutting Widths 63" 73"

Available Lengths 6' 10' 14' 18' 22' 26' 30' 34' 38' 42' 46' 50'

Max Material Thickness 7/8 in 22 mm

Max Cutting Speed:  24 in/s 0.61 m/s
Max Acceleration:  0 to max speed in 0.24 sec
Accuracy:  0.020 in 0.51 mm
Repeatability:  0.005 in 0.13 mm
Motors:  Stepping Motors
Drive System:  Rack & Pinion
Included Cutting Tool Mounts:  1
Included Plotting Tool Mounts:  1
Optional Air Drill:  N/A
Optional Glyph Dot Marker:  N/A

Options for purchase

Specifications

The Radium system is equipped with a full feature-set and built-in flexibility that 
enables it to cut the widest range of materials with speed and precision. Companies 
of all types and sizes rely on the Radium to be their cutting workhorse.

Max Cutting Speed:  45 in/s 1.14 m/s
Max Acceleration:  0 to max speed in 0.32 sec
Accuracy:  0.020 in 0.51 mm
Repeatability:  0.005 in 0.13 mm
Motors:  Servo Motors
Drive System:  Rack & Pinion
Included Cutting Tool Mounts:  2
Included Plotting Tool Mounts:  1
Air Drill:  Optional
Glyph Dot Marker:  Optional

Available Cutting Widths 63" 73" 83" 104" 120" 127" 139" 151"

Available Lengths 6' 10' 14' 18' 22' 26' 30' 34' 38' 42' 46' 50' 54' 58'

Max Material Thickness 2 in (lofted) 50 mm

Options for purchase

It pays for itself in the first year.
The next 14+, it pays you.

Performance and reliability are the hallmarks of an Autometrix cutting table. PatternSmith pairs 
perfectly with our tables and provides full cutting table control, offering you the ultimate automated 
cutting solution. They're fast, precise and perfect for single-ply and low-ply cutting operations. In  
fact, they’re so fast and efficient many of our customers ask themselves, “Why didn’t we do this  
years ago?”

Cutting
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Options

High-Pressure 
Regenerative Blower
8.5HP, 3-Phase

3

High-Pressure 
Regenerative Blower
3HP, 1-Phase

4 Actuated Gate Valves 
Enables Zoning

6

High-Flow  
Centrifugal Blower
15HP, 3-Phase

5

5-Roll Rack
With or without cradle
175 lbs./roll, 500 lbs. max.

7 1-Roll Cradle
Up to 175 lbs.

8

Available Vacuum Surfaces
Lexan, Urethane, Rubber

1

Vision Module
HideShot or Pattern Digitizing

2

Available Length: 6 - 80 ft., in 4 ft. Increments

Available Widths: 63" | 73" | 83" | 104" | 120" | 127" | 139" | 151"

2

3 4 5 6

8

7
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Increase throughput with the Autometrix Catalyst table. These conveyorized tables come 
complete with a 10HP vacuum blower with VFD, gantry and cutting head, as well as a friendly, 
easy-to-use hardware/software interface. Material handling options allow you to customize the 
solution for your specific work process.

Designed to pair seamlessly with our 5th generation, field-proven cutting machine 
gantries and increase their throughput, the Catalyst conveyorized table system is 
capable of meeting the highest production demands for speed, accuracy and  
cut-part production.

Work more efficiently. Work more seamlessly.  
Get more done.

Available Length: 8 ft.

Conveyorized Cut Part  
Outfeed Table
3', 4' or 5' lengths

1

Vacuum Surface
Urethane belt

2

Gantry
Choice of Radium  
or Argon gantry

3

Active Cutting Area
72" x 96" max.

4

Single Roll Feed
Unrolls fabric or plastic  
directly onto belt

5

Standard Material Feed
Rolls up to 250 lbs.
Holds up to 12" diameter

6

Heavy-Duty Material Feed
Rolls up to 650 lbs.
Holds up to 36" diameter

7

Edge Control System8
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Specifications

Max Cutting Speed:  66 in/s 45 in/s
Max Acceleration:  0 to max speed in 0.26 sec  0.32 sec
Accuracy:  0.020 in (0.51 mm)
Conveyor Advance Speed: 20 in/s
Repeatability:  0.005 in (0.13 mm)
Motors:  Servo Motors
Drive System:  Rack & Pinion
Included Cutting Tool Mounts:  2
Included Plotting Tool Mounts:  1
Takeoff Table:  Optional
Material Feed Unit:  Optional

Available Cutting Widths 73"

Available Lengths 96"

Max Material Thickness 2" (lofted)  (50mm)

Options for purchase

Every aspect of our tables, gantries and cutting heads are built for high performance and 
reliability. We achieve this level of dependability through a well-engineered, simplified design 
that includes:

• Gantries made with a low-mass, high-strength composite, meaning 
less weight to move around the table and exceptional rigidity

• Smooth motion that makes the cutting process easy on  
your machine
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• A modular design that makes for easy maintenance and  
limited downtime

• Onboard electronics that allow for minimized cabling
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Marking Pen Holder
Standard and custom collet sizes are available for the Autometrix Pen 
Holder, which securely holds marking pens of many different styles. 
A spring ensures limited pressure on the pen tip itself, for consistent 
plotting and maximum pen life.

Pen Plotting
Pen plotting is the most common solution for plotting. Customers can 
choose pressurized Fisher Space Pens®, Listo Mechanical Grease 
Pencils, Sharpie® Markers, or any standard ballpoint pen or pencil.

Dot Marking
If you’re manufacturing with materials that are difficult or impossible 
to draw on with a pen, the Glyph Dot Marking tool is the solution. 
Using a high-speed valve timed to the machine’s motion, individual 
dots of ink are fired onto the material. This non-contact plotting 
solution can even print readable text down to 1/2" high on 
fiberglass or ceramic insulation.

Ink Jet Printing
This bar code and text labeling system is for part identification.

Rolling Blades

Two clamping bolts fix Autometrix’s rolling blade holders to the 
steered shaft on the cutting machine, while two ball bearings 
ensure balanced support even under the highest cutting loads.

18mm
This small diameter blade works well for cutting patterns with small 
details. The high-quality carbon steel OLFA® blades will cut through  
a large assortment of both woven and non-woven textiles.

28mm
Our most popular cutting tool, these 28mm diameter blades are 
available in both carbon steel (OLFA) and carbide. The carbide blade 
will cut through many of the toughest materials and is a favorite of 
customers who cut composites.

45mm
The larger diameter of these OLFA carbon steel blades allows cutting  
of thicker materials like neoprenes and insulation.

60mm
Lofted insulations up to 2 inches thick can be cut with this large 
diameter carbon steel OLFA blade.

Drag Blades

Two clamping bolts fix Autometrix’s drag blade holders to the 
steered shaft on the cutting machine. A shoe threads onto the 
body to precisely control the depth of the cut.

8-B
This carbon steel tangential blade is a great all-purpose knife for many 
materials where detailed cuts are required. The blade angle allows cuts in 
materials up to 3/8" thick.

Carbide Tangential
One of our oldest and most popular blade styles, these carbide tangential 
blades are commonly used to cut some of the toughest materials. The 
resharpenable blades are available with 40°, 50° and 60° angles.

Carbide SBIG
Another carbide tangential option, these blades are available in several 
different grind angles for materials of varying thicknesses. Their thin profile 
allows them to slice through material easily.

Carbide Graphics
This 35° T1000 blade from Summa Graphics is ideal for finely detailed 
patterns, including kiss-cutting vinyl graphics. Because it’s carbide, it also 
performs very well with detailed cuts in prepreg composites.

Hole Punching and Notching

Hole punching and notching can be accomplished cleanly, 
quickly and accurately with our punch and notch tools.

Punch
Punches are available in sizes from 1/32" to 1/4" and allow for quick 
hole punching using the standard tool mounts on a machine.

Drill Punch
These punches are specifically designed to be used in the optional 
Air Drill tool and are best for punching through tougher or thicker 
materials.

Chisel Notch
Notches are defined within our PatternSmith software for quick 
cutting, and the single chisel blade allows V and Slit notches to be  
cut with the same tool.

Marking

We offer fast, accurate and legible ways to mark even 
hard-to-mark materials.
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Autometrix tables feature options that make them capable of making your business run faster, 
more precisely and more error-free. We can cut, punch, notch and mark with optimized speed, 
and to speed processes down the line. Do you have something you need your table to do that 
you don’t see here? Call us. Let’s find a solution.
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All blades shown actual size

With the right tools, you’re capable  
of just about anything.

Drag Blades Hole Punching and Notching

Rolling Blades

12 13 14 15

Pen Plotting Dot MarkingPen Holder Ink Jet Printing
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We take immense pride in delivering you the finest, crafted automated cutting systems available. We 
know you won’t regret your investment for even a moment. And over the coming years and decades, 
you’ll see that we’ll go to every length to ensure that. 

Have a problem? We’ll bring our entire team to bear on it. Have a part wear out? We’ll send a loaner 
part while we refurbish your original, so downtime is minimized. 

Have an operator leave your company? We’ll help your new one get up to speed. 

Our goal is your ongoing success, and we’ll be with you every step of the way.

Our dedication doesn’t stop after 
you’re up and running.

Autometrix cutting systems are taking businesses 
around the globe to the next level.

“ While I was visiting Autometrix, I 
remember that some [competitor’s] 
customers called you and asked  
for help [with their software]. That 
was so funny!” 

Mary Ann Omerod, VisionSafe

Brandt Sharp, Sharp’s Tarps

“ Within days and weeks of installing 
the equipment and having it up and 
running, we looked at ourselves  
and we said, ‘Why didn’t we do  
this 10 years ago?’ ”

“ Autometrix products speed  
up production and eliminate the 
total dependency on a specific 
employee to create cut patterns.”

Eagle Sports

Service

03
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Contact us for a consultation on how an Autometrix automated cutting system 
can improve your bottom line.

12098 Charles Dr.
Grass Valley, CA 95945
866.477.5065 USA
530.477.5065 INT

autometrix.com
youtube.com/autometrixinc
facebook.com/autometrix

©2016 Autometrix

http://autometrix.com
http://youtube.com/autometrixinc
http://facebook.com/autometrix

